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Foreword

When I was introduced to Joe Emison (nearly three years ago at the time of writing this foreword) I was very impressed by his knowledge of serverless. It’s not that Joe—a serial entrepreneur CTO—knows more about the entire topic than other cloud experts, although he probably does in a lot of cases. What impressed me the most is his understanding of how to use cloud serverless and managed services to truly improve the software’s production behaviors and dependability, all while saving a lot of money as a result. And when I say, “saving a lot of money,” I mean a staggering amount. I’ve heard of startups going under due to unexpected cloud costs, such as the surprise invoice for US $100,000+ for one month. At the time that I met Joe, his startup, Branch, was spending a whopping US $800 per month on everything cloud and serverless. Try to beat that. Since then, he’s kept costs way down and company value way up by delivering good software with customer value that always stays running. The bottom line is that Joe is solving business problems first by using technology intelligently. He’s been successful to the extent that his company became a unicorn in 2022, just four years after starting up. Without a doubt, Joe knows business and he knows the business of software. And his track record started long before Branch. I explain more below about Joe’s stellar, success-rendering approaches to cloud-native systems.

My Signature Series is designed and curated to guide readers toward advances in software development maturity and greater success with business-centric practices. The series emphasizes organic refinement with a variety of approaches—reactive, object, as well as functional architecture and programming; domain modeling; rightsized services; patterns; and APIs—and covers best uses of the associated underlying technologies.

From here I am focusing now on only two words: organic refinement.

The first word, organic, stood out to me recently when a friend and colleague used it to describe software architecture. I have heard and used the word organic in connection with software development, but I didn’t think about that word as carefully as I did then when I personally consumed the two used together: organic architecture.

Think about the word organic, and even the word organism. For the most part these are used when referring to living things, but they are also used to describe inanimate things that feature some characteristics that resemble life forms. Organic
originates in Greek. Its etymology is with reference to a functioning organ of the body. If you read the etymology of organ, it has a broader use, and in fact organic followed suit: body organs; to implement; describes a tool for making or doing; a musical instrument.

We can readily think of numerous organic objects—living organisms—from the very large to the microscopic single-celled life forms. With the second use of organism, though, examples may not as readily pop into our mind. One example is an organization, which includes the prefix of both organic and organism. In this use of organism, I’m describing something that is structured with bidirectional dependencies. An organization is an organism because it has organized parts. This kind of organism cannot survive without the parts, and the parts cannot survive without the organism.

Taking that perspective, we can continue applying this thinking to nonliving things because they exhibit characteristics of living organisms. Consider the atom. Every single atom is a system unto itself, and all living things are composed of atoms. Yet, atoms are inorganic and do not reproduce. Even so, it’s not difficult to think of atoms as living things in the sense that they are endlessly moving, functioning. Atoms even bond with other atoms. When this occurs, each atom is not only a single system unto itself but becomes a subsystem along with other atoms as subsystems, with their combined behaviors yielding a greater whole system.

So then, all kinds of concepts regarding software are quite organic in that nonliving things are still “characterized” by aspects of living organisms. When we discuss software model concepts using concrete scenarios, or draw an architecture diagram, or write a unit test and its corresponding domain model unit, software starts to come alive. It isn’t static, because we continue to discuss how to make it better, subjecting it to refinement, where one scenario leads to another, and that has an impact on the architecture and the domain model. As we continue to iterate, the increasing value in refinements leads to incremental growth of the organism. As time progresses so does the software. We wrangle with and tackle complexity through useful abstractions, and the software grows and changes shapes, all with the explicit purpose of making work better for real living organisms at global scales.

Sadly, software organics tend to grow poorly more often than they grow well. Even if they start out life in good health they tend to get diseases, become deformed, grow unnatural appendages, atrophy, and deteriorate. Worse still is that these symptoms are caused by efforts to refine the software that go wrong instead of making things better. The worst part is that with every failed refinement, everything that goes wrong with these complexly ill bodies doesn’t cause their death. Oh, if they could just die! Instead, we have to kill them, and killing them requires nerves, skills, and the intestinal fortitude of a dragon slayer. No, not one, but dozens of vigorous dragon slayers. Actually, make that dozens of dragon slayers who have really big brains.
That’s where this series comes into play. I am curating a series designed to help you mature and reach greater success with a variety of approaches—reactive, object, and functional architecture and programming; domain modeling; right-sized services; patterns; and APIs. And along with that, the series covers best uses of the associated underlying technologies. It’s not accomplished at one fell swoop. It requires organic refinement with purpose and skill. I and the other authors are here to help. To that end, we’ve delivered our very best to achieve our goal.

Considering my goals, I couldn’t pass up the opportunity to include Joe’s book in my Signature Series. “It’s not my uptime” is Joe’s fundamental thinking on using serverless. It’s not a cliché. It’s smart computing.

I was impressed that Joe uses multiple cloud providers for what they do best. That might sound obvious, but I don’t mean just AWS, Google Cloud, and Azure. Would most CTOs consider using Netlify, and later switching to Vercel with little rework, to serve Web content and application functionality? I doubt it, and in my experience, no they wouldn’t. Yet, Joe has proven how powerful, practical, and cost effective that is. How many chief architects would insist on using a fully managed cloud search service rather than tweaking, contributing to, and self-managing ElasticSearch? In my experience, not many. Every single time that Joe could use a cloud-managed service rather than building a service or use a self-managed software product, he chooses managed services. He weaved it into company culture. What CTO would have the patience to hire and train JavaScript frontend developers to build serverless applications? Joe does, and his people learn quickly. Which architect or developer would choose to build a small-footprint monolith that’s deployed as a set of serverless functions? Joe has delivered around 12 of those so far, rather than hundreds or thousands of tiny functions. That’s not all. I’ve only scratched the surface. Joe is an example in business computing and his book is a master class on Serverless as a Game Changer. So read on and persuade others in technology leadership roles to do the same.

—Vaughn Vernon, series editor

Register your copy of Serverless as a Game Changer on the InformIT site for convenient access to updates and/or corrections as they become available. To start the registration process, go to informit.com/register and log in or create an account. Enter the product ISBN (9780137392629) and click Submit. Look on the Registered Products tab for an Access Bonus Content link next to this product, and follow that link to access any available bonus materials. If you would like to be notified of exclusive offers on new editions and updates, please check the box to receive email from us.
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The gap between the best software development teams and average software development teams is enormous. The best teams deliver delightful, scalable, stable software to users quickly and regularly. Average teams deliver acceptable software that works most of the time, with months or even years between significant improvements. Many teams even struggle to deliver anything but small, iterative changes, with even those taking surprising amounts of time. Software development and cloud services and tools make developing and deploying software increasingly cheaper, faster, and better—but very few organizations take advantage of these innovations. This book lays out the principles, strategies, and tactics that can propel your organization or teams to world-class output by harnessing a Serverless mindset.

Historically, to deliver web-scale applications with wonderful customer experience, organizations have had to hire expensive, superior talent in many disciplines: networking, infrastructure, systems administration, software architecture, back-end software development, API design, and front-end application design. The demand for these talented employees has always exceeded the number of them, and most companies have simply been unable to acquire talent that would enable them to build products such as a Google or Netflix.

That world has changed, and building web-scale, world-class applications is now possible without needing to hire any “ninja” or “rockstar” developers. Serverless applications leverage the immense talent within cloud providers and managed services to solve the hard problems of building and scaling complex infrastructure and software systems. The average developer today is more capable of delivering the next Gmail or TikTok than the most talented, expensive team of developers 10 years ago. Organizations with solid, attainable development teams can leapfrog their
competitors by leveraging a Serverless approach and building applications differently, to deliver like the top-notch software teams in the world.

Perhaps most important, building Serverlessly enables organizations to concentrate on what makes them unique and to focus investments on differentiated projects. Organizations can stop spending enormous amounts of budget on projects that no one except the software development team can even understand. Customers do not care that an organization is running a world-class Kubernetes cluster with hundreds of thousands of lines of customization; customers want their experience to be world class. Just as cloud adoption over the past 15 years has enabled every organization to build web-scale applications, Serverless enables every organization to deliver software as efficiently and effectively as the best software teams in the world.

The winners will be the organizations that change their games by recognizing how to build Serverlessly first. These companies will be able to accelerate the delivery of new products, services, and features for their customers because they will not be focusing on the commodity plumbing that underpins world-class software. They will leverage managed services with the best software developers in the world for services that are non-differentiating for their business, to allow them to focus more on building highly specific interfaces and logic for their customers. Ultimately, they will outpace, outmaneuver, and create unmatchable cost structures over any competitors that are slow to adapt to this new way of working.

How Many Employees Does It Take to Make and Run a Scalable Social Network?

In the recent history of software development, one of the hardest services to build and launch has been a scalable social network. Social networks need to be fast, always be online, and scale to ever-increasing traffic as they become more successful. One of the first popular social networks, Friendster, famously lost its lead because of its inability to scale[1] and was subsequently eclipsed by Myspace and Facebook, both of which had hundreds of employees supporting their builds.

Fast-forward to 2014, and a curiously simple social network called Yo launched. Members could sign up quickly, choose people or organizations to follow, and send only one message: “Yo!” In the first few days after its public launch on both iOS and Android, Yo scaled successfully to more than a million users; more than 100 million “Yo!” messages were delivered before it shut down in 2016.[2]

Yo was built by one developer (initially in about 8 hours) and never needed systems administrators, operations teams, or even full-time developers for its initial ramp existence.[3] Somewhat ironically, all the Yo code was being run and scaled by Facebook, which had acquired one of the first Backend as a Service companies,
How Many Employees Does It Take to Make and Run a Scalable Social Network?

Parse. Yo leveraged Facebook’s engineering and operational expertise in its Parse division, paying only $100 a month to handle 40 requests per second with 1 million unique push-notification recipients.[4, 5]

You can see this same leverage of managed services by Instagram, which had 13 employees at the time Facebook acquired it for $1 billion.[6] Of the 13, only 3 were full-time software developers; Instagram had no dedicated systems administrators or operations staff.

A relatively short time after Friendster was crushed by its inability to handle web traffic with hundreds of employees, two startups with only a handful of software developers conquered the same challenges with ease (see Figure 1.1).[7, 8] They did so by outsourcing much of the required expertise to newly created managed-service providers, who handled the “running and scaling infrastructure” expertise.[9]

An easy answer to the question posed by the title of this section, then, is that the number of employees needed to make and run a scalable social network approaches zero over time (absent moderation). Many components that both Instagram and Yo had to build are now much easier to handle, around a decade later. Many organizations spend so much time and effort building infrastructure, systems, and code that they could rent at a fraction of the price, with no dedicated personnel and with substantially better performance and uptime. It is amazing that organizations continue to compete on the playing field against Amazon, Google, or Microsoft when they could simply incorporate Amazon or Google’s great players into their own teams by going Serverless.

![Chart: Employees over Time](image)

**Figure 1.1** Number of Employees Needed to Make and Run a Scalable Social Network over Time
Leveraging Technology as It Improves

Software Development Has Been Improving Constantly...

Technology moves quickly. Moore’s Law, that the number of transistors that can fit on a chip doubles every two years, has an equivalent in the software development world: The best way to build a piece of software from scratch gets a little bit easier every year. Often these small incremental changes are missed.

Everyone sees and recognizes that big tectonic shifts such as the public cloud have changed the game. Organizations that were slow to adapt have fallen behind, whereas others that recognized this shift and adapted have been able to win in the marketplace. But these big shifts are only part of the story. Hundreds of new services launched every year improve software development and provide meaningful benefits to organizations willing to incorporate them into their software.

Tasks that were extremely challenging 10 years ago, such as reliably resizing images, performing a fuzzy text search with tens of gigabytes of data, or handling hundreds of millions of monthly visitors from around the globe in milliseconds, are now often as simple to achieve as plugging a lamp into a wall. This is because technological improvements are not built in isolation; they are built on top of other technological innovations.

Thus, if one innovation per year can double output, then after 10 years, output could be increased by $2^{10} = 1,024$ times, not $2 \times 10 = 20$ times. This rate of innovation far exceeds what any one organization can build, so the benefit of learning how to harness it for an organization far exceeds the value of being the most innovative organization, building the maximum that the organization can build.

...But Isn’t Being Adopted Effectively

If innovation in technology—specifically, in how to build software more efficiently and effectively—is happening and making development so much easier, why are these changes not being widely adopted?

Sadly, there is no continuing education in information technology. Most managers, architects, and senior staff in IT departments also have no set expectations that they should be regularly changing how they do their job, as new technology comes out. It is torture for someone to learn how to do something at the start of their career and then, after several successful years, throw out that knowledge and start again. The benefits of change must be intuitively obvious because so much personal and organizational inertia surrounds the industry. Even then, real change often requires significant changes in culture, mindset, architecture, coding practices, and technology leadership.
Additionally, even if teams identify significant changes they want to make, they still are called upon to deliver new features and functionality within their existing technology stacks. An organization that identifies changes it wants to make in how it builds and runs software must have buy-in and coordination at all levels in order to make significant changes.

The most successful people do two jobs: the job they were hired to do and the job of figuring out how to do that primary job better. This is a required mentality for everyone working on, in, and around the best software development teams. It is especially difficult in software development because of the rapid rate of change. Constantly thinking about how to do a job better, even if it requires learning brand new skills and doing jobs differently, is the only way to take full advantage of technology—and is the right way to approach reading this book.

This Book Is For...

Executives in Business and Technology

I have written this book for both business-minded technologists and technology-minded businesspeople. Increasingly, if you are a businessperson, you must be technology minded because, as is often quoted, “software is eating the world.”[10] More companies are increasingly becoming software companies. Whether you are a business-minded technologist or a technology-minded businessperson, this book teaches you how to build and deploy software better, faster, cheaper, and more effectively than most companies in the world.

If you are a senior business leader, this book helps you bring technological change into your organization by showing you how a Serverless approach drives better business outcomes. If you are a technical team lead, this book helps you think like an executive leader and focus more on delivering value than optimizing for tech, to set you apart from your peers. You will increase your focus on what matters to your organization, release new features and functionality more quickly, and spend less money, time, and effort doing it. You will learn how to do all this while also learning how to mitigate the risks that are inherent when you rely on third parties to be successful.

Enterprises

I have run technology at companies of all sizes, and Serverless is just as beneficial for enterprises as brand-new startups. Enterprises will likely get the most benefit of adopting a Serverless mindset over their similarly sized competitors than startups
because most enterprises suffer from more technical debt and an internal discontent with software development velocity. The journey within an enterprise to build fully Serverless applications is a long one that involves as much cultural as technical transformation. Part III of this book, “Getting to Serverless,” focuses on the key steps to drive Serverless adoption within an enterprise.

Startups and Smaller Businesses

Serverless is a game changer for startups and smaller businesses because it enables them to run lean budgets and use small numbers of developers to deliver software and services that look like they come from teams orders of magnitude larger. Branch, which I founded (and which is discussed in more detail in Part II, “Real-World Serverless”), has operated with approximately $1/30th$ (that is, around $97\%$ less) the developer payroll of an insurance startup that launched fewer products in fewer states than Branch. Part III is mainly targeted at larger and more established organizations, but it is also useful for startups because the cultural and technical transitions are much the same.

This Book Is Not About…

Service-Oriented Architectures

Serverless applications generally have service-oriented architectures (SOAs), with some custom code calling managed services and other custom code acting as a service (as opposed to using a lot of repeated code in different, similar features). Using unnecessarily repeated code or repeated bespoke functionality within Serverless applications is difficult because leveraging managed services is native and simple within Serverless architectures.

However, this book does not spend significant time talking about SOAs in the context of building Serverless applications. Much of the discussion surrounding SOAs is predicated on older, non-Serverless methods of building software. Once an organization adopts a Serverless mindset, developers are highly unlikely to stray from SOA patterns because of how natural the patterns are in Serverless.

Monoliths and Microservices

The monolith vs. microservice debate has raged for more than a decade. That age is increasingly apparent when viewed in light of Serverless development. Serverless architectures tend to muddy the definitional waters between the two strategies; many Serverless applications, including those at Branch, have characteristics of both.
For example, one factor that drove a lot of initial microservice development was concern about the uptime and scalability of databases. Netflix famously implemented microservices to increase the resilience of other systems, giving stateful microservices their own databases to prevent other database failures from impacting their uptime.[12] However, many Serverless applications use managed, resilient, global databases such as AWS DynamoDB that have incredible historical uptime and low latency. When using DynamoDB, the traditional microservice motivations for separation of concerns around the datastore no longer exist.

Another operational motivation for separation of concerns within microservices has been preventing cascading failures due to traffic overload on a particular service. However, if service code is running on a service such as AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Functions, or Azure Functions, those cloud providers have proven that they can prevent any kind of cascading failure because of the capacity and architecture they have built for running code.

Nevertheless, Serverless applications often feel more like microservice applications because of how they use services and how they tend to separate business concerns. In my experience, most Serverless applications are too broken up into separate functions (more on this in Chapter 3, “Serverless Architectures”). Branch’s architecture at the time of publication consists of around 100 Lambda functions and 5 React applications, but all in a monorepo designed to be deployed monolithically. Definitionally, that’s not a monolith or a microservices architecture, and I don’t think the distinction is helpful when building Serverlessly.

No-Code/Low-Code Platforms

This book is built on the assumption that the organization has software developers who will use software development languages, frameworks, and environments. My experiences with no-code and low-code platforms have led me to believe that the only ones that really work are those that use standard languages and function as a higher-level framework that can be “ejected” (for example, Expo for React Native, or AWS Amplify for web applications)[13] so that the application can continue development in a more traditional development and/or hosting environment.

I believe that no- and low-code platforms have their place. We used one to build our initial interactive demo for Branch, which was a much faster and easier route than building it in code (and also less likely to lead us to technical debt). But ultimately, there is no comparison between what is possible with no- and low-code platforms versus fully fledged languages and frameworks. Building a customer-facing, business-critical application in a no- or low-code platform is risky because of how inherently limited the platforms are. Therefore, this book does not address any tools or services that I consider no- or low-code (that is, proprietary language and/or IDE combined with proprietary hosting and no ability to eject).
Structure of the Book

The first part of this book explains the Serverless mindset. The Serverless mindset is a way of developing, deploying, and running software in which an organization retains the responsibility for building differentiated experiences for its customers and uses managed services for everything else. The key to the Serverless mindset is separating assets versus liabilities and differentiated versus undifferentiated capabilities. The book walks through several detailed technical examples of Serverless architectures. Many technologists take a narrow view of Serverless; these examples help explain the broader picture and value that Serverless delivers. The last chapter in Part I, “The Serverless Mindset,” addresses common objections to Serverless architectures and features several real-world case studies of Serverless in practice.

Part II compares Branch, the insurance company that I started in 2018, with the fictional Insureco, a representative enterprise insurance company. The goal of this part of the book is to give specific details on exactly how Branch handles all the intricacies of being a regulated, for-profit financial services company while being Serverless. This part also illustrates the massive benefits delivered over what might be considered a “best practices” enterprise today.

Part III tackles this question: “Okay, I buy all of this, but how can we get to Serverless from where we are now?” It considers the best metrics to use to align everyone across the business on how to measure success. It explains why the only viable method for making changes to existing systems is iterative replacement. Finally, it talks about continuing education and job retraining, which are critical parts of outsourcing functions that you no longer should have in-house.

Part III concludes with Chapter 11, “Your Serverless Journey,” which brings together everything that was previously discussed. It lays out a high-level set of observations on how generally to think about building serverless applications, as well as a tactical outline for how you can approach building serverless applications.

Finally, Part IV, “Appendixes,” and the companion website to this book feature a comprehensive listing of managed services, organized by category. Most people building software have no idea how much software developer time can be saved by leveraging managed services. Managed services can handle many functions of applications, from the core of an application, to authentication, search, image manipulation, customer communication, and even software development functions such as code review and testing. The directory provided herein gives examples and details that will help technologists and business leaders alike understand which services they can leverage today.
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